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/LLINOIS POWER 00MPANY
CLINTON POWER STATION, P.o. box 678. CLINTON, ILLINOIS 61727

September 23, 1986

Docket No. 50-461

Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Attention: Dr. W. R. Butler, Director
BWR Project Directorate No. 4

Division of BWR Licensing
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Subject: Clinton Power Station
Interim Guidelines for Containment Purge Operation

Dear Dr. Butler:

Illinois Power Company (IP) Letter U-0731, D. I. Herborn (IP) to
A. Schwencer (NRC), dated September 10, 1984, provided an attachment
entitled " Interim Guidelines for Containment Purge Operation Clinton

Power Station - Unit 1." As part of the guidelines, IP would initiate
Continuous Containment Purge System (CCPS) operation after an airborne
level of \ Maximum Permissible Concentration (MPC) or greater of iodine

is measured in the containment. IP proposed to use portable continuous
air monitors (CAM) to measure the airborne activity levels at three
different locations inside the containment during the first fuel cycle.

Since the submittal of the above letter, the final CAM locations
have been established. However, due to the reasons outlined in the
attachment, the actual locations differ from the previously proposed
locations. These new locations should not impact the effectiveness of
the CAM measuring abilities nor any of the other commitments in the
above letter.

If you should have any comments on the attached information, we
would be pleased to discuss them with you.

Sincercly yours, f
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F. A. Sp genb p
Manager - Licen ing an Safety
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Attachment

cc: B. L. Siegel, NRC Clinton Licensing Project Manager
NRC Resident Office
Regiont.1 Administrator, Region III, USNRC
Illineis Department of Nuclear Safety
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Interim Guidelines for Containment Purge Operation
Continuous Air Monitor (CAM) Locations

The originally proposed and final locations of the portable CAMS to be
utilized in a portion of the CPS interim guidelines for containment
purge operation are as follows:

1. Original Location - Elevation 737'0", Azimuth - Any
Final Location - Elevation 755'0", Azimuth - 191*

The original CAM location was selected to be in the lower
containment elevation to detect effects of iodine release from the
suppressic.n pool surface. The final CAM location provides better
CAM equipment protection from pool dynamic effects and does not
block access paths for personnel and/or equipment as would be the
case on the 737' elevation. The final location is near the open
lifting space associated with the containment equipment hatch.
Therefore, the flow of air up from the pool surface should not be
impeded. More significantly, this CAM is now located near
equipment, such as control rod drive hydraulic control units and
pressure transmitter racks, where personnel will be performing
maintenance and surveillance activities. This final CAM location
will not interfere with personnel or equipment movement and will -

provide a more accurate measure of the iodine concentration where
the workers are expected to be located.

2. Original Location - Elevation 778'0", Azimuth 300*
Final Location - Elevation 778'0", Azimuth 35'

The original CAM location was selected to be in the vicinity of
cubicles containing Reactor Water Cleanup System equipment
(Backwash Receiving Tank and Filter-Demineralizer Recirculating
Pump) which could be a source of airborne iodine. The area outside
of these cubicles would be too congested with the presence of this
CAM. Keeping this area open is necessary to allow a workspace for
loading / offloading of equipment and supplies from the equipment
hatch lifting space. No other space was conveniently available on
this side of the containment at the 778' elevation. The final
location is on the same elevation but on the opposite side of the
containment. This location is at the base of the stairwell which
provides access to the mainsteam/feedwater pipe tunnel. This CAM
is also located _near such equipment as the drywell iodine, noble
gas, and particulate sample panels; instrument air amplifiers; and'

standby liquid control system pumps, tanks, and panels where
personnel will be performing maintenance and surveillance
activities. This final CAM location will provide an accurate
measurement of the mid-level containment airborne iodine level in
the area where workers are expected to be located.

sf
In addition, the final location is in the vicinity of an Area
Radiation / Process Radiation Monitoring System remote readout outlet
which will allow monitor measurements to be displayed in the
Radiation Protection Office, thus allowing all three portable CAMS
to be read remotely and associated containment access avoided.
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3. Original Location - Elevation 803'3", Azimuth 45'
Final Location - Elevation 803'3", Azimuth 66*

The original CAM location was moved approximately 25 feet to a more
convenient location. Since the CAM is still in the immediate

,
vicinity of its original location, there is no impact on its

'
effectiveness to monitor iodine concentrations in this area.

I

In conclusion, the final locations for the CAMS should not adversely
impact their effectiveness in monitoring airborne iodine in the
containment to serve as a guide for CPS containment purge operation.1
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